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ABSTRACT
This set of five digests provides an overview of the

issue of attaining excellence in vocational education. The first
digest deals with effective schools research, characteristics of
effective schools, implications of effective schools research for
high school vocational education, and strategies for improving school
effectiveness. Covered in the second digest are the following aspects
of the effects of career education on student achievement and
retention: excellence and career education goals; career education
models; and the effects of career education on school achievement,
school retention, and career and educational planning skills. The
next digest, which examines time on task in vocational education,
discusses the nature, importance, and use of time on task in
secondary and postsecondary vocational education as well as factors
related to efficient use of time and strategies teachers can use to
improve time spent on task. Included in the digest on employers'
expectations of vocational education are discussions of the
following: how employers grade vocational education, why they hire
vocational graduates, what vocational programs should emphasize, what
are some barriers to cooperating with vocational education, and how
these barriers can be overcome. The final digest addresses the nature
and importance of the new basics; acceptable basic skills attainment
levels for vocational students; and strategies, resources, and models
available for use in teaching the new basics through vocational
education. Each digest includos a bibliography of resources, most of
which are available from the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC) system. (MN)
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OVERVIEW
on EXCELLENCE

EgIC

EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS RESEARCH
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Effective Schools Research

Effective schools research focuses on identifying charac-
teristics of and conditions in schools that are more suc-
cessful in achieving important educational outcomes. Most
of the effective schools research has centered on elemen-
tary schools and has used the acquisition of basic skills(as
measured by standardized tests) as the criterion for identi-
fying effective schools (Edmonds 1982 1. 1). However.
some research has been conducted at the secondary level.
and vocational education research provides information
about criteria that can be used to determine vocational
education effectiveness. This ERIC Digest relates effective
schools researct\to vocational education.

Charabter IstIcs of Effective Schools

In identifying characteristics of effective schools,
researchers have recognized the importance of using the
school as the unit Of study. rather than the entire school
distric. Jr the individual program or classroom within the
school. This is predicated on the aissumption that the
school building is e distinct social unit. having its own
social climate and being influenced by the leadership
characteristics of t e principal, thetotal staff group com-
position, and the n ture of the student body.

Edmonds (1982) ha summarized the following five
characteristics of e ective schools:

The leadership of the principal is notable for substantial
0:attention to the uality of instruction.

There is a sch I-wide emphasis on basic skills instruc-
tion, with the staff viewing this as a primary goal.
The school cliniate is conducive to learning (i.e.. it is
safe and orderl
Teacher behavi

.

rs convey the expectation Ow; all stu-
dents will obtain at least minimum mastery o, learning
content. .

There is a sys m for measuring pupil achievement as
the basis for rogram evaluation, thus tying student
progress to performance evaluation.

\The study of the effectiveness of high schools presents
pecial problems not evident at the elementary level. Rut-

t r et al. (1979) point to the fact that high schools have
many purposes for all students as well as different pur-

Pt:2 e47eflf

for different
of studying high school effectiveness are

fferent sets of students. Other factors that add

the racking of students, the freedom of student choice of
cur ulum options, a subject orientation rather than pupil
orien ation of teachers, and the limited time.that each
teach r has contact with students.
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Even with the differences between elementary and secon-
dary schools, characteristics of effective schools overlap
between these two levels. Brookover and Lezotte (1979)
found the following characteristics descriptive of effective
secondary schools: a belief that students can learn and
that teachers can teach. high expectations for student suc-
cess and high acadeMic standards, clear norms of approp-
riate behavior, a manageable school size. a principal who
is an assertive instructional leader, clear and sought-after
school goals and objectives, reinforcement (rewards and
praise) for students, increased time on task. and regular
monitoring or assessment of student learning and school
effectiveness.

Implications of Effective School Research
for High School Vocational Education

Effective schools research stresses the importance of clear
goals for programs. Since the comprehensive high school
has diverse programs. specific goals (criteria for success)
need to be established for each program. Research has
been conducted on'the outcomes (effetta) of vocational
education. Two recent reports (Mertens at al 1980:
National Institute of Education 1981) present lists of crite-
ria that have been used to judge vocational education
effectiveness.

Mertens et al. (1980) suggest three broad classes. includ-
ing employment. education/training, and ancillary criteria.
Employment outcomes include employment/unemploy-
ment, occupation related to training, earnings. employee
satisfaction. employer satisfaction. attitudes toward work.
and work habits. Education/training outcomes include
basic skill attainment. academic abilities, attendance and
retention, occupational skill attainment, continuing educa-
tion, and satisfaction with training. Ancillary outcomes
include aspirations. attitudes and values, feelings of suc-
cess. and citizenship.

The National Institute of Education's Vocational Education
Study (1981. p. V11-3) lists the following outcomes asso-
ciated with participation in Secondary vocational
education:

Gainful employment, as indicated by employment sta-
tus, hours and weeks worked, wages -and earnings.
occupational status, relatedness of job to training, self-
employment, and job satisfaction /

Occupational knowledge and skills
Occupational advancement
Years of secondary school attained.
Ctizenship
Credentials for postsecondary enrollment

ERIC is sponsored by the National Institute
of Education.



Although outcomes are specific to programs, school effec-
tiveness research supports the necessity of recognizing
the influence of the total school on the achievement of
specific outcomes. Student achievement in vocational
education may well be influenced by the characteristics
suggested by effective schoolsTesearch, such as principal
leadership in instructional planning, school-wide endor-
sement of program goals, positive school climate, teacher
expectations for student performance. and the availability
and use of measures of student achievement.

A study of factors relating to job placement of secondary
vocational education students (McKinney et al. 1981) sup-
ports the notion that the characteristics of effective
schools are related to vocational education program effec-
tiveness. Schools having effective vocational education
programs (using the criteria of number of students placed
in jobs related to the training they received) had the fol-
lowing characteristics:

Administrators, counselors, and teachers agreed that
the primary purpose pf vocational education in their
school was the placement of students in jobs related to
their training.
Principals were committed to the placement of students.
Teachers assumed responsibility for placing their stu-
dents in jobs related to their training.
Frequent use was made of needs assessment surveys
for planning and evaluating vocational education
programs.

Improving School Effectiveness

Neufeld, Farrar. and Miles (1983) caution that effective
schools research does not provide quick answers for
school improvement. Improving school effectiveness
should be viewed as an "ongoing, long-term process that
will alter beliefs, relationships and emphases within the
schoor (p. 12). As schools have initiated improvement
efforts, they have found that the following processes sup-
port the effort:

Build Staff CommitmentSchool improvement is a total
building effort that requires staff commitment as well as
time for staff to meet and develop understanding and
commitment. Voluntary commitment seems to be more
effective than mandatory commitment.
Develop High EapectstionSpecial activities need to
be conducted to help ali staff understand and believe
that all students can learn and that teacher expectations
influence student achievement. The opportunity to dis-
cuss ways of communicating expectations to students is
helpful.
Rodeo El Nat** Classroom RessarcliThere is a large
body of research on effective classrooms (Good 1982)
that describes how teachers' behaviors influence stu-
deM achievement, and how teacher behaviors tend to
vary according to the nature of the student. This infor-
mation can be used by staff to evaluate their current
teaching practices and to develop ways of Improving
their instructional behavicmt.
Salmi Outcome Measures School ordectivertess
requires clearly stated instructional goals and measures
to monitor student progress on those goals. The school
staff needs to select measures and to use the amiss-
ment results for instructional planning and revision.
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EFFECTS OF CAREER EDUCATION ON
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

AND RETENTION

Epee and Career Education Goals

The report of the National Commission on Excellence in
Education (1983). A Nation at Risk, stresses the impor-
tance of teaching basic skills, as well as ensuring that stu-
deals have the ability to apply these skills to everyday life
situations. The report further acknowledges the impor-
tance of programs that support students' personal, educa-
tional, and occupational goals.

Career education programs are designed to enhance the
career development and career - relatedness skills of stu-
dents. Campbell at at. (1983) found the following relevant
criteria for evaluating career education program's:

Academic and basic skills performance
School retention and attendance
Career and cducational planning skills

The first two of timse criteria support student achievement
in the content areas, as outlined in A Nation at Risk. The
third criterion relates to the stated need for students to
have successful learning experiences to su their per-
sonal, educational. and occupational ucational
and career planning skiffs are needed if students are to
develop realistic educational and occupational plans that
can increase their motivation to learn and enhance their
achievement through appropriate educational placement.
This ERIC Digest reviews the evidence of dareereduca-
tion's effect on these three areas related to educational
excellence.

Career Education Models

Before reviewing the effectiveness of career education in
achieving these goals, one must understand career educa-
tion program models so that results can be equated with
the program model that produced them. Three broad pro -
gram'models are evident in career education programs.

Classroom-based Career Education ModelThis model
stresses the delivery of career education within the
existing curriculum structure. Curriculum infusion is
used to develop the dual objectives of the learning
experience: the subject-oriented oblectives and the
career-related objective. Classroom-based programs
also emphasize learning activities that help students
understand the application of basic skills In occupa-
tional and other real-life situations.
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Career adduce and Counseling ModelThis model
stresses individualized guidance and counseling activi-
ties designed to help the students understand them-
selves better and set educational and occupational
goals that are realistic and personally satisfying. Those
activities may be provided to individuals. small groups,
of even classes of students. They are guided by =hoot
counselors with assistance from other school staff, such
as teachers and media specialists.
Experience-based Career EducationThis career edu-
cation model is an academically oriented, community-
based program in which students learn basic skills in
community work sites. A learning coordinator helps
students develop individual learning plans that specify
both subject matter and career-related objectives. Stu-
dents are then placed in coo nunity work sites. where
they participate in learning activities under the direction
of a resource person who is employed at the site

Effects of Career Education on School Achievement

A Evaluations of the effects of career education on academic
and basic skills achievement have revealed the following:

Forty-three studies of career education's impact on
reading and mathematics achievement indicate that
there is little or no change in academic achievement
when career education is introduced into the curricu-
lum. Since, in selected instances, the evidence of posi-
tive impact of career education is strong, it would seem
premature to conclude that career education has no
potential for stimulating basic skills (Bonnet 1979).
In general, signifk 'Women in academic achieve-
ment and in mails oice of courses of study are
found to favor groups exposed to guidance and coun-
seling. as compared with those not so exposed. Also,
guidance and counseling procesaes integrated with
remedial instruction in mathematics and reading have
been found to increase academic. achievement signifi-
cantly (Herr 1983).
Educationally disadvantaged students who participated
in an integrated program of vocational, compensatory,
and career education experienced significant changes
in achievement levels (Campbell et al. 1083).
A study of experience-based career education that
measured math and reading achievement both state
end of the program and after a 3-month follow -up found
that math achievement was Iiiwer during the learning
period for the experience-based learning sturients.than
for traditional learning students. However. It was higher
for the experience-based students during the follow-up
Interval. There were no differences found for reading.
This may Indicate that eirrience-based career educe-
non has a positive effect on the retention of learning
(Crowe and Harvey liffM).

ERIC is sponsored by the National institute
of Education.
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Effects of Career EduaMion on School Retentkin

The review of evaluation studies by Campbellet al. (1983)
reported the following effects of carter education on stu-
dent retention and attendance:

Counseling programs specifically combined with sup-
portive instruction have been found to' e successful in
motivating truant. low-income bays to Attend schtiol,
regularly.
Potential dropouts who received individual and group
counseling, took field trips to employment sites, heard
guest speakers, and saw relevant films experienced a
significant decrease in their dropout rate.
A study of 10th- and 11th -grade Indian youths who par-
ticipated In counseling and career exploration activities
revealed a significant decrease in Melt dropout rate.
The use of vocational counseling to help students select
vocational `programs proved to be a significant factor in .
completion rates for selected vocational programs.

Effects of Career Education on
Cweer and Educatiomi Pfamdng

Career and educational planning skills can help students
make appropriate personal. educations!, and occupational
plans that can increase the perceived relevance of their
education. Results of evaluations of career education indi-
cate the following:

In 34 studies of the effects of career guidance on career
and educational planning skills, 27 studies found a posi-
tive effect. Thelma! frequently mentioned types of
interventions were experience-based career education

qt* and career counseling (Campbell et al. 1983).
In 19 studies that examined career decision-making
skill's. 18 studies showed positive effects in this area.
These effects on career decision-Making skills were
evident at both thelnigh school and Junior high levels
(Bonnet 1979).
Guidance programs do appear to help students become
more competent decision makers, select high school
courses, and make high school plans that are more
congruent with their abilities than those students not
exposed to these programs (Herr 1983).

**Counseled students in middle schools have been found
to make more realistic choices in high school courses
sad in part-time work (Herr 1983).
Men and women students with identifiable educational
goalsreasons that are related to why they are doing
what they are doingseem consistently to be better
prepared for college than students-who have no such
reason for being in college (Herr 1983).

Summary of Career Education Effects

Career education (including career guidance and counsel-
ing, experience-based career education. and career -
related classroom activities) has been shown to support
several educational excellence goals. In some cases, these
programs increase basic skills achievement, particularly in
the areas of skills application and long-term retention of
skills. Students with tow Motivation have shown improve-
ment in school attendance and retention after participating
in career education experiences. Also, vocations! students
who have participated in career education are more likely

to complete the programs they have selected. Finally.
career education consistently demonstrates its effective-
ness in increasing students' career lanning skills. thusp
supporting the development of rea she personal. educe-

1 Pons!. and occupational goals .
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TIME ON TASK IN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Why Is Time an Important Factor?

The concept of time is a critical topic in education. Time in
relationship to learning generally Is viewed from two per-
spectives. First, from an economic perspective, time is a
resource that. along with other resources, affects the pro-
ductivity of schooling. Second, from a psychological per-
spective. time is a mediating factor In the teachingileam-
ing process (Karwelt 1983). Both views suggest that time Is
linked to educational achievement or learning outcomes.

The amount of time available for educational purposes is
limited and stems from legal, institutional, and individual
decisions. Kanveit (1983) notes ;ever& points about the
sources of teaming time:

State laws prescribe the number of school days per
year, with an average of approximately 179 days.
State laws prescribe the minimum length of the school
day. In elementary schools, an average range is 4 to 8
hours. In secondary schools, the school day may be
somewhat longer.
The institution schedules the school day for instruc-
tional and noninstructional activities. For example, of a
8-hour school day, only 4 hours may be scheduled for
instructional purposes.
Individual classroom teachers schedule the use of the
available instructional time.

There are. however, numerous factors that influence the
scheduled Instructional time. The time allocated for learn-
ing is the maximum amount of time that can be used for
instructional purposes. Maximizing the available instruc-
tional time is of key importance to educators when
difficult-to-control influences are considered. Some of Cie
key influences that serve to reduce alkweed time are as
follows:

Student absenteeism. teacher strikes, and school clos-
ings because of inclement weather or financial crises
reduce the scheduled number of school days per year.
The school day may be shortened as a result of
scheduling double shifts.
The actual number of hours used for instruction are
affected by factors external to the classroom. Special
school assemblies, standardized testing programs, and
classroom transitions are examples that limit the oppor-
tunity for learning. (Ibid.)

Time, unlike many other such significant variables as fam-
ily background and sex. can be controlledat least to
some extent. This is the major reason for focused attention
on the use of time as a means of improving the quality of
education. 7

What is Time on Task?

Additional aspects of learning time are associated with the
student or an entire class of students. The amount of time
a student is actively engaged in learning activities is time
on task. Most recent research studies looking at time U a
factor in the learning process examine the influence of
time on task for student achievement. The results of these
studies indicate positive achievement as a result of time on
task and very few negative effects. A reasonable doubt
remains. however. about the magnitude of the effect that
time on task has on achievement (Karweit 1e83). It is
believed learning depends on necessary classroom condi-
tions that influence the effect of time on task. in
on-task behavior may be explained by such di as
the following:

The nature of the curriculum studied
The extent of diversity of student characteristics within
the instructional group
The skills of teachers

How is Time Used in Secondary
Vocational Education?

Although the majority of studies of time on task have been
conducted with elementary students fuming basic skills,
findings from two exploratory studies (Haiasz and Behm
1983: Halasz, Bohm, and Fisch 1984) report the average
proportions of time spent by secondary students in
selected vocational education classes as follows:

Students spend 56 to 83 percent of instructional time on
task/content (i.e., basic skills, technical skills, end
employability skills).
Students spend 9 to 13 percent of instructional time on
townoncontent (ie., set up. clean up, and other
noncontent-related tasks).
Students spend approximately one-fourth of the
instructional time socializingtime off task.
Students spend about 5 percent of the instructional time
on scheduled breakstime off task.

In secondary vocational education classes, how time is
spent differs among service areas as well as among the
individual classes. Of the three ice areas observed (i.e.,
agriculture, business and office. and trade and industrial),
Halasz, Behm, and Fisch (1984) found that the agriculture
classes had the highest proportion of time on task (84 per-
cent) in comparison to business and office classes (75
percent) and trade and industrial classes (71 percent).
Variations among classes within the same area were found,
as well. The largest differences were in the trade and

ERIC is sponsored by the National institute
of Education.
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Industriat service area. Although a machine shop class
spent 79 percent of time onask, an auto mechanics class
spent only 45 percent of instructional time on task. Overall,
students in secondary vocational education classes spend
slightly more than two-thirds of instructional time on task.

How is Time Used In Postseccmdery
Vocational Education?

Several differences between postsecondary and secondary
vocational education students suggest that student time on
task may differ in the two settings. Postsecondary enrol-
lment is voluntary, and as a result, students are likely to be
more highly motivated. Also, postsecondary students are
older. Preliminary findings (Heinz, Behm, and Fisch
1984) show the following Vendee

Postsecondary students spend 72 percent of instruc-
tional time on task/content (i.e., basic skills, theorY,
employability skills. and practice).
Postsecondary students, spend approximately 11 per-

, cent of instructional time on task/noncontent.
Postsecondary students spend about 17 percent of
instructional time off task (i.e., socializing and breaks).

These findings appear to be consistent with the premise
that postsecondary students will be on task a greater pro-
portion of time than secondary students because of their
maturity (83 percent versus 70 percent of instructional
time). At the postsecondary level, total time on task does
not vary much among the service areas or classes.

What Factors Are 'Waled to Efficient Use of Time?

The available minutes and the time used for instruction
are. in part. dependent upon such factors as student
grouping. cline size, instructional strategies. and teacher
skills. Primarily, what is done in the time and how approp-
riate it is affects the learning taking place (Karweit 1983).
The relationships between key teacher behaviors and time
on task, and between key classroom variables and time on
task are summarized by Halasz. Bohm, and Fisch (1984) as
follows:

At the secondary level, teacher with-it-ness (i.e., behav-
iors communicating that the teacher knows what is
going on in the classroom) is associated positively with
the amount of student time on task.
The pattern of relationships' between teaching methods
and student use of time indicates that certain methods
(e.g., one-to-one instruction, observation, demonstra-
tion) are more conducive than others to eliciting student
time on practice, theory. or other on-task behavior.
Most of the teachers at the secondary level do not
appear to maximize class time deliberately, whereas
most postsecondary teachers do. That is, secondary
teachers do not appear to try to use all of the class time
available for relevant tasks.
Teachers who define class goals clearly and who plan
and organize the curriculum elicit greater amounts of
student time on task. In fact. definition of class goals is
the most important variable related to student time on
task at both secondary and postsecondary levels.
Grouping (i.e., students' physical location and number
of tasks performed) is the most Important classroom
variable in relation to student time on Wt. 8

What Can Vocational Education Teachers Do
to improve Time Spend on Task?

"Learning time results from the conversion of the number
of days allotted to the number of days attended, from the
reduction of the length of the school day to the fraction of
the day used for instruction, and from the shrinkage of
allocated instructional time in a subEect to the time
engaged in learning or time on task" (Karweit 1983, p. 18).

Behm. ana Fisch (1984) conclude that vocational
teachers, especially in secondary classes (but also in post-
secondary classes), can increase time on task by doing the
following:

Define goals clearly
Consider time an important resource
Ensure that students' tasks are meaningful
improve and diversify teaching methods
Decrease time for breaks
Decrease interruptions
Encourage student independence
Have positive expectations of students
Provioe positive reinforcement
Serve as emit: model of good work habits
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EMPLOYERS' EXPECTATIONS
OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

How Do Employers Grade Vocational Education?

The growing interest in the effectiveness of vocational
education has spurred efforts to elicit opinions about voca-
tional education from key groups. Employers are one of
the publics whose opinions are of prime interest to voca-
tional education. Only by working together with employers
can vocational education program staff hope to meet
employers' needs for trained personnel. The focus on pre-
paring students for productive participation in the labor
market dates back to the 1917 Smith-Hughes Act (Fran-
chak and Smiley 1981).

In our educational system, students often receive grades to
denote the quality of their work. The letter grades of A. B.
C. I), and F (fail) frequently are used to judge the student's
overall performance. The Gallup Poll introduced the prac-
tice of asking community members to grade the public
schools themselves. In order to determine employers'
overall rating of vocational education, a survey (Nunez and
Russell 1982) asking respondents to grade both secondary
and postsecondary vocational educatfon was distributed to
2.000 randomly selected members of the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers. Analysis of surYlnis from tflo nearly
40 percent of the sample responding resulted in the follow-
ing findings:

A grade of C was given most frequently to secondary
vocational education.
A grade of B was given most frequently to postsecon-
dary vocational education. .

More than half of the respondents gave an A or B grade
to postsecondary vocational education.
Lees than 5 percent of the respondents gave a failing
grade to vocational eduCation. Only 4 percent gave an F
to secondary vocational education, and 1 percent gave
an F to postsecondary.

Overall, employers had a more favorable view of emu,.
condary vocational education than of secondary voca-
tional education. Nunez and Russell (1992) posit that tr.,-
higher rating for postsecondary vocational education m
result from postsecondet vocational students fitting
immediately into the employment structure. Students g
dusting from the two settingssecondary and
postsecondaryenter the job market with somewhat dit
ferent skills and levels of maturity.

Why DoE Hire Vocational Graduates?

Satisfaction of employers with vocational graduates is
important to the overall success of vocational education.
Eigrity-live percent of the employers surveyed in this study
said they would rather hire a Yocritienal education (poop-
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ate than a nonvocational graduate for a job not requiring a
4-year *free. Specific benefits of vocational education to
the employer included the following:

Thirty-nine percent of the manufacturers identified
tower training costs as a major benefit of vocational
education.
Sixty percent of the manufacturers stated that leas train-
ing was required for the same type of job as a result of
vocational education.

what Should Vocational Programs Emphasise?

The National Association of Manufacturers survey further
revealed that 73 percent of the employers valued the
teaching of both employability and occupational skills as a
means of preparing youth for employment. Further, the
survey showed that the teaching of basic skills was consi-
dered of first importance for improving secondary voca-
tional education and second most important for improving
postsecondary vocational education.

A study by Starr at al. (1983) revealed that there is consis-
tency between what respondents in the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers survey said vocational education
should emphasize and the role it has played in preparing
individuals for employment. Starr at al. identified tht, fol-
lowing five roles for vocational education:

Employability skills development
Occupational skills development
Provision of work experience
Placement of program completers in jobs
Basic skills development

In their secondary analyses of data from five studies
(ibid.), they found that the combined opinions of four pub-
lics (i.e., students. school personnel, community represen-
tatives. and policymakers) about each role were as follows:.

Employability skills development is important for all
students. but is a more important process the secon-
dary level that it is at the postsecondary level.
Occupational skills development is an important role for
both secondary and postse. ndary vocational
education.
The provision of work experience is considered impor-
tant for both secondary and postsecondary vocational
education.
Training-related placement is not seen as the most
important role for either secondary or postsecondary ;

vocational education. However, it is considered to be
more important at the postsecondary level.
Basic skills development is an important role at both
secondary and postsecondary levels. However, it is
considered to be more important at the secondary level.

ERIC is sponsored by the National institute
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What Ara the larders to Cooperating
with Voaegonal ittitioagon?

The are numerous was In which vocational educator
and employers can work together to Improve the quality of
education. For example, employers can provide work
*perkiness for vocational students and teachers. Voca-
tional educators, on the other haml, can help employers
retrain workers. Survey 'results (Nunez And Russell 1982)
showed that employers perceived providing work wipe-
r/Nonce for students as the most acceptable form of invol-
varmint and allowing equipment to be used at the work site
as the least acceptable form. Larger companies were more
involved with vocational education than smaller ones. The
larger companies also awarded higher grades to vocational
education. Although increased involvenont with vocational
education was associated with more positive opinionik the
manufacturers noted problems that they had encountered
in working with vocational education. The problems identi-
fied by the manufactures', are listed in order of importance:

inflexible schedules
inadequate planning
Quality of training
Conflicts or disagreements on goals
Leadership problems
Schools not interested in working with business and
industry
Conflicts or disagreements on policies or regulations

What Improvements Can se Made?

Feedback from employers can serve a variety of purposes.
Franchek and Smiley (1981) include the following reasons
for obtaining employer opinions:

Information on employer satisfaction can be used for
accountability purposes.
Employer input can be used to heighten interest in
vocational education.
Gathering employer opinions can be an effective means
of setting priorities for ?rogram improvement.
Employer assessment can result in improved under-
standing between vocational education and industry.
Information from employers on Job skills and attitudes
expected of mnployees can be very helpful for the gui-
dance and counseling furktion.
Employer feedback can assist vocational educators in
Providing a capable labor force.

The Manufacturers' survey of vocational education (Nunez
and Russell 1982) (rimrporates suggsAions for program
improvement. At the secondary level. it is most important
for vocational education to do the following:

Stress the teaching of the basics (reading, writing, and
arithmetic)
Ensure that individuals who do not go on to college
have access to vocational education
Update vocational education programs
Provide work experiences for vocational students
involve employers more in vocattonal programming

According to the manufacturers, the top five priorities at
the postsecondary level are for vocational education to do
the following:

Provide work expo/Wass forirocatkmal ambits
10

Stress the teaching of basics
involve employers more in vocational programming
Update vocational programs
Ensure that individuals who do not go on to congas
haves to vocational education a

The manufacturers (ibid.) also identified changes for voca-
tional education in order of importance as follows:

1. !AMMO employability skills training at the high school
level

L increase vocational education courses in community or
Junior colleges

3. Increase employers' involvement in the evaluation of
vocational programs

4. Ensure that adults have access to training for reentry
skills for the4ob market

5. 'Expand ihe use of private sector personnel as resources
for vocational education classes
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LEARNING THE NEW BASICS
THROUGH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

What Are the New Basics?

The report A Nation at Risk (1983) identifies English.
mathematics, science, social studies. and computer
science as the "new basics." and recommends that state
and lobehigh schOol graduation requirements be streng-
thened to include a foundation in these five subjects.
Vocational educators have also been concerned about the
need to provide students with a good foundation in basic
skills. For some time, they have been invere'of a marked
decline in both the quality and quantity of basic skills
achievement by students in vocational programs (Weber
and Slivani-Lacey 1983). This ERIC Olgsst reviews the role
of vocational education in developing basic skills and sug-
gest strategies and resources for learning basic skills
through vocational education.

Why Are Basle BIM an Impotent
Part of Vezattenel fithmetioni.

A good foundation in basic skills is considered essential
for successful participation in toddy's society. For exam-
ple, individuals need basic skills if they wish to do the
followings

Demonstrate employability and occupational
competency
Attain upward mobility (Lotto 1983; Weber and Silvani-
Lacey 1953)

Basic skills play an important rote in ensuring job success.
Employers expect their employees to be able to use basic
skills to find solutions to *ork- related problems. Thus,
basic skills are viewed as tools for achieving increased
productivity (Campbell-Thrane at al. 1983).

Because basic skills are essential to functioning in today's
society, they represent a critical area of lemming that
needs to be addressed in all areas of the co Triculum. Since
a number of research studies report that I' 'her payoffs
from vocational training can be expected w Ten basic skills
instrubtion and vocational skills acquit to.i are related,
rational educators need to look for ways to incorporate
basic skills instruction into their curricula (Campbell-
Thrarte et al. 1983).

What Ant the BOW Seal Atlektoient La v for Voeitlooid
pludints?

A large number of studies have examiner he relationship
between participatien in vocational basic
skills attainment This body of ifteratut. at been reviewed
and synthesized in two recent research r opr.rts developed
by staff at the National Center for Restue.e .a Vocational
Education (Lotto 1988; Weber at al. 1984 2,..tnei of the
findings from these reports are summEr.zed 'mow:

11.

in comparison to academic students, secondary voca-
tional students are less proficient in basic sLills, but
they are about the same as general track students
(Lotto 1983; Weber at al. 1982).
The basic skills attainment of secondary vocational stu-
dents varies according to the service area or program in
which they are enrolled (Weber et a1.1982).
The basic skills levels of potential and actual dropouts
usually increases substantially when they participate in
vocationally co- tented programs with basic skills compo-
nents
It appearrthat basic skills proficiency is significently
reirewito such outcomes as employment level, salary,
and employment in area of training (Lotto 1983; Weber
at al. 1952).

What StrateOes Can Ile Used to Learn
the New Bastes through Vocational Ethic:Alen?

A number 9f strategies that can be used to incorporate
basic skills instruction into the vocational curriculum are
available to vocational educators. Three models for
delivering basic skills instruction in conjunction with voca-
tional education are described below. The models
integrated, nonintegrated. and combinationprovide a
range of options for vocational education personnel who
are deciding how best to deliver basic skills instruction
(Campbell-Thraneet al. 1983).

Nedntegrated Model

The nonintegrated model is traditional in approach and
emphasizes teaching basic skills in &classroom setting
separate from vocational training. The-instruction is deli- i
vered by Wesel matter specialists, that is, mathematics
teachers teach math. science teachers teach science prin-
ciples, and so forth. An important assumption underlying
the adoption and use of the nonintegrated model is that
basic skills acquisition can be taught separately from stu-
dents' vocational and academic interests and that a
transfer of skills will occur later. Disadvantages of the non-
integrated model include the followieg:

Lack of vocational relevance in basic skills instruction,
Scheduling problems
increased space and personnel costs
Students receiving remedial instruction but missing
regular instruction (ibid.)

Integrated Model

The integrated model is designed to deliver basic skills
instruction as a part of the vocational curriculum. In this
model, the vocational teacher assumes major responsibil-
ity for the following:

ERIC is sponsored by the National institute
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identification of basic skills requirements for entry into
vocationlin his or hot area
Diagnosis of students' basic skills deflchurcies
instruction to rentedlisto any identified basic skills
deficiencies

A basic assumption underlying the adoption and use of the
integrated model is that there should be a relationship
Masan the vocational area and the kinds of basic skills
taught. Disadvantages of the integrated model include the
following:

Diversion of instructor time from vocational content to
Content integrating basic skills

' Need to deal with students who have varying levels of
basic skills proficiencies
Lack of time for students with serious bask skill dell-
cioncfes to "catch up" (Ibid.)

Combhtallon AWES

Because both the integrated and nonintegrated models
contain major disadvantages, a combination model that
contains elements of both can be developed. The com-
bination model, blending futures of the other two models,
would be designed to meet the needs and resources of a
particular School district. Since a combination model
would be tallorodlo a local situation. It could take a
number of forms. For example. a school district might
choose to construct a separate classroom ores within the
vocational lab or shop area where basic skills would be
taught. Although the instruction would be separate from
vocational training (a feature of the nonintegrated model).
It would still be designed to relate directly to the vocational
area (a feature of the integrated system). Combination
models can be designed by local districts to minimize what
they perceive are the disadvantages of the integrated and
nonintegrated models (Campbell-Thrane it al. 1983).

What Resources Are Available to Teach the
New Basics duet* Vocational Bilucalleat

A number of resources have been developed that can be
used in learning the new basics through vocational educa-
tion. The ERIC Malmo is en excellent source of informa-
tion in this area. Some examples of motorists available
through ERIC are described below.

Saner Lesson Ideas for Basic Skills Instruction in
Selected Vocational Programs (Dunn. Gray, and Martini
1982a) provides lawn ideas for secondary vocational
programs in the areas of agricultural, distributive, office,
health, occupational home economics, and trade and
industrial education. TInVessons focus on the basic
skills of mathomatics, muting, writing, and oral
communication.
Solvated instructional Materials for Toaohing Basic
Skills in Vocational Educittion (Minh, Gray, and Martini
1902b) gives a list of approrllmately *00 vocationally
relevant Instructional motorists and sources regarding
'casks skiffs development Both teacher. made and com-
mercially avaihdlle matistals focusing on basiositllis in
mathematics, roman. writing, and OM communication
within the context of various vocational programs are
listed.
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